CSBS faculty tackle today’s 21st century challenges such as climate change, trauma and mental health, the obesity crisis, immigration, income inequality, and distracted driving. We know that no single discipline can tackle these issues alone, so CSBS brings together teams of faculty and students from multiple disciplines. The college has established innovative collaborative laboratories and centers where faculty and students engage in teamscience.

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

RESEARCH

OUR MISSION

“To create and instill a social science way of thinking about critical challenges to the social and natural world.”

HUMAN ADAPTATION WALKABLE COMMUNITIES CRISSES AND WAR

CLIMATE CHANGE HUMAN FACTORS HEALTHY FAMILIES

PUBLICATIONS

1,283 Articles (2013-2016)
187 Books (2007-2016)
14,363 Citations (2012-2016)

HONORS & AWARDS

4 Presidential Scholars
3 Rosenblatt Prize Recipients
4 Members of the National Academies of Science
7 VPCAT Fellows
10 Distinguished Professors

PUBLICATIONS

$30.5M CSBS GRANT EXPENDITURES (FY 2013-2017)

DEPARTMENTS & PROGRAMS

Anthropology
Economics
Family and Consumer Studies
Geography
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology

Environmental and Sustainability Studies
Health, Society & Policy
International Affairs and Global Enterprise
Public Affairs
Public Policy
and six additional centers

CAMPUS COLLABORATIONS

Number of co-authored peer-reviewed journal articles (2013-2016)

100+ STUDENTS INVOLVED IN FUNDED UROPS
5 TRANSFORMATIVE EXCELLENCE PROGRAM PARTNERSHIPS

CSBS GRANT EXPENDITURES (FY 2013-2017)